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Praise for The 5 Day Novel:"The missing piece of the puzzle..." - L."Every author can find something

to add to their writing process from reading this book." - A. Davis"...felt like having a cup of good

coffee with a friend and learning from his experience." - K.Struggling to finish your novels? Learn

how to tweak your workflow process and write one in only FIVE DAYS!After taking way too long to

write a fantasy epic, author and educator Scott King refined his writing process so that he could

crank out a novel in five days!Through easy-to-follow tips and helpful examples, Scott takes a theme

and shapes an entire story around it. Let him walk you through the prewriting process, slogging

through a first draft, and doing the rewrites.In this book, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll learn:- How to get in the right

mindset- How to cut distractions & manage your time- The ingredients necessary to form a story-

How to stay focused and keep writing -How to plan your rewrites- The things to look for when line

editingIf you like honesty, no bull, a bunch of humor, and tons of examples in your writing guides,

then youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll love Scott KingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s behind-the-scenes look at how to write a novel in five

days.Buy THE 5 DAY NOVEL today and start writing tomorrow!
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I've read a lot of writing books, and I frequently use them as procrastination for actual writing. I

bought this book as a pep talk before starting Nano for the third time without a win! I've honestly

been stuck- terrified of the probable time suck of writing novels, not really knowing of where to start.

Every book says butt in chair, fingers on keyboard, but nothing else actionable.That's where this

little gem is different!Scott gives a very clear map of how to actually write a novel from idea to line

edit, all the way to publish, minus the book cover of course! There are words of encouragement, and

some cheer leading, but mostly it's an actionable check list. This is not a craft book, this is a blue

print for how to actually write a novel that takes 5 days and not 5 years!To echo him, I would

encourage you to read through the book in it's entirety first, preferably with your notes from all the

other writing books you've read, or his book on screenwriting so that when he says write a

treatment(blurb), or an outline you have the steps for your preferred method doing so or the genre

you are writing.The actual written voice of the book was really good. It felt more like a conversation

than a lecture. I did not need to google any words or have to read paragraphs multiple times to get

his meaning, he made me smile and laugh out loud throughout. He gave me permission to adapt his

process to fit me, and reminded me that writing is not just the rat race of publishing, but is an act of

creation that should be enjoyed (without sounding a like a new age guru :).

Every author can find something to add to their writing process from reading this book. I was

intrigued by what Scott King proposed in the title of this book and bought it on sight. I'm glad I did.

While I don't think I'll ever write a novel in five days, I might attempt it in 20-30 days. The best part is

the rules still apply. Kudos on an amazing accomplishment and thanks for sharing the process with

the rest of us.

Inspired me to get moving again. Practical tips and the truth about writing fast.

Even though I will probably never try to write a book in 5-days, I thought there were greats tips and

practices that would apply to any writing speed. Scott helps you focus on the meat-n-potatoes

without having to worry about the veggies. A good book to pick back up every now and then and

keep your goals on track.



I've never read any of his other novels, so I can't be sure how good a novel can be if it's written in

just 5 days, but he definitely gives clear cut ways to get it done. Whether 5 days or a year, the

advice given in this book just makes sense.

When I was browzing the Kindle EBooks section, the title made me curious. Decided to read this

and it gave me some great ideas. I always felt that wether U wrote a screenplay or novel (or a stage

play), you need a story outline. Really neat insights from reading this. Overall, liked this book a

lot.ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å 

Excellent book about the author's journey to write a 50k novel in 5 calendar days. He offers writing

advice such as how to outline your plot, how much to know about your characters, and learning

about your own strengths and weaknesses so you can become efficient and better writer.

I read through once and am incredibly motivated...I will read through it again and go for it with some

adjustments.
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